
İlayda Akkaya 664 9-F English Sketch

Characters

● Taylor Swift

She has blonde wavy hair and blue eyes. She is weak and long. She fights with James all
the time. She's very honest, sweet, helpful, cold-blooded and intelligent.

● Emma Watson

She has brown straight hair and brown eyes. She is weak and medium weight. She gets
along well with everyone. She's very honest, sweet, helpful and intelligent.

● Tom Felton

He has blonde straight hair and green eyes. He's fat and long. He wears glasses. He gets
along well with everyone. He's very honest, helpful and sweet.

● James Rowling

He has black curly hair and brown eyes. He’s weak and tall. He fights with Taylor all the time.
He’s very quarrelsome, rude and sneaky.

Now that we know the characters, let's move on to sketch

Four close friends; Taylor, Emma, Tom and James are taking a road for camp on Friday at
seven p.m. Their car is broken down at the end of about five hour roads. And on that way
there is no one, not pick up phones and that road is in the forest.

Tom: (sadly) Oh no, our car is broken down. What do we do right now?
Emma: (sadly) I haven’t any idea
Taylor: (calmly) I think first we take the our camping gear and then we must go into
the forest
James: (angrily) What and why? The forest can be dangerous
Taylor: (calmly) But it’s very cold in here and we can’t stay four people in a car. We
can go into the forest and make a fire then we can spend the night there
Emma: (calmly) I’m afraid we have no other choice
James: (angrily) Ah! Okey but if there is a slightest problem, you’re responsible
Taylor: (calmly) Okey, all responsibility belongs to me

And then they go into the forest. Then they make a fire and set up their tents.

Tom: (excitedly) I've got an idea.
James: (excitedly) What?
Tom: (excitedly) Does anyone have a pen and paper?
Emma: (excitedly) I've got it.
Tom: (excitedly) Good. Come with me. Let's put



on top of the car type  "we're lost and in the woods, please try to reach us if you see
this car" on a piece of paper.  So if anyone sees the car, they can come save us.
Taylor: (excitedly) It makes perfect sense.
Emma: (calmly) Well, then we're going to the car, and you stay put.
Taylor: (calmly) Okay, goodbye
James: (grumpy) Come quickly, please. I don't want to be with Taylor anymore.
Taylor: (listlessly) I don't love you, too.
Tom: (calmly) Okay, don't fight, we'll be here as soon as we can.

Then Emma and Tom go to the car. Taylor and James are still fighting. Hours later Emma
and Tom hadn't arrived yet.

Taylor: (restlessly) Why haven't they come yet?
James: (listlessly) How would I know?
Taylor: (listlessly) Okay, you think like I didn't ask.
James: (restlessly) Really why haven't they come yet?
Taylor: (listlessly) If I knew, I wouldn't have asked you in the first place.
James: (listlessly) I'm not going to mess with you.
Taylor: (calmly) Okay, look this is no time for us to fight. Our friends are missing. We
have to find them.
James: (calmly) Okay, How are we going to find it?
Taylor: (calmly) I don't know but it makes sense to call them.
James: (calmly) Okay, let's start looking.

Taylor and James started looking for friends. But they couldn't find it. As they continued to
search for them, a bear started to chase them, they suddenly fell into a big hole. And this
hole was in the middle of an underground cave.

Taylor: (afraid of) IS ANYONE HERE? HELP ME!
James: (listlessly) Who can hear you in the big woods?
Taylor: (angrily) Shut up, At least I'm trying to get out of here.
James: (listlessly) It's like I'm so curious to stay here with you.
Taylor: (angrily) Well, then shut up and try to get out of here.
James: (angrily) Ah! I'm not going to mess with you.
Taylor: (listlessly) Aren't you going to get tired of saying that?

James rolls his brown eyes and he starts looking for a way out of there. Taylor starts
following him. Three hours later, they still haven't found a way.

Taylor: (tiredly) We've been walking hours. And we still haven't found anything.
James: (listlessly) You didn't think we'd get to the exit easily.
Taylor: (listlessly) Of course I didn't think it would be easy. But I didn't think it would
take this long.

When they talk like that, they see the one that's coming from the other side Emma and Tom

Taylor: (gladly) EMMA! TOM!



Taylor started running right towards them, and because of the two bears fighting on top of
the cave, the cave collapsed right between them. Taylor and James on one side again,
Emma and Tom stayed on the other side

Taylor: (angrily) AH! DAMN İT!
Emma: (afraid of) ARE YOU OKAY?
James: (afraid of) YES, YOU?
Tom: (calmly) YES, WE DON'T HAVE A PROBLEM.
Taylor: (afraid of) WE'RE STUCK HERE RIGHT NOW, AND WE'RE GOING TO BE
HUNGRY AND THIRSTY SOON.
Emma: (afraid of) WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
James: (calmly) I don't know
Tom: (calmly) Me too
Taylor : (calmly) And me too
Emma: (calmly) How did you get into the cave?
Taylor: (calmly) A bear chased us, so we fell into the hole, and in that hole, it leads to
this cave.
Tom: (calmly) We've been through the same thing.
James: (calmly) It's so weird.
Emma: (calmly) Yes very weird

Then they all become one and begin to pull over those collapsing stones so that at least four
of them will be together but it takes hours to do this

Taylor: (tiredly) It's been about five hours, and we've only been able to make a tiny
hole, and that's not going to happen.
James: (calmly) But we have to.
Taylor: (calmly) I'm afraid I'm aware

And they try to make the hole bigger. After about 6 hours, they manage to make a hole
through which they can pass. Just ahead, Taylor then James goes through the hole and they
reach Emma and Tom. Taylor immediately hugs Emma.

Taylor: (gladly) I've missed you so much
Emma: (gladly) Me too

James and Tom just hug. Then rescue vehicles pass over the cave and the cave collapses
again as four friends begin to walk in search of a place to emerge from the cave. And both
the hole they drill closes and they're left in the middle because the other side collapses, and
some of the collapsed stones fall on Tom. And Tom's glasses fall to the ground and break.

Tom: (afraid of) AHH!
Emma: (afraid of) TOM! No, no, no. That can't happen. TOM!
Taylor: (afraid of) Tom, Tom can you talk? Can you talk to us?
Tom: (enforcing) Y-Yes but I'm h-having a hard time t-talking and breathing
Taylor: (calmly) Okay, well, we just need you to be able to talk. Now just calm down, I
know it hurts, but the team's going to come and rescue us, okay?
Tom: (afraid of) O-Okay



James: (listlessly) How can you be so cold-blooded in a situation like this?
Taylor: (calmly) Because I have to, we all have to. We can't save Tom if we're not
cold-blooded.

Then they start yelling so the team can hear them.

Team: (calmly) HEY! WE HEAR YOU. WE NEED TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTİONS.
Taylor: (calmly) OKAY, WE CAN HEAR YOU, TOO
Team: (calmly) HOW MANY OF YOU ARE THERE?
James: (calmly) FOUR
Team: (calmly) OKAY, ARE THERE ANY İNJURİES?
Emma: (afraid of) YES ONE OF US IS İNJURED.
Team: (calmly) WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT PERSON?
Taylor: (calmly) A LOT OF STONES FELL ON HE
Team: (calmly) SO HOW'S HE DOING NOW?
James: (calmly) HE'S ALIVE, BUT HE'S HAVING TROUBLE TALKING AND
BREATHING.
Team: (calmly) OKAY, WE'RE GOING TO GO DOWN THERE RIGHT NOW AND GET
YOU OUT OF THERE.
Emma: (afraid of) OKAY, THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

And after hours of work, the team manages to get James, Taylor, Emma and Tom out of that
cave. Tom is immediately given first aid and Tom is much better. As soon as these four
friends leave the cave, they're sent home with the team. And from now on, they move on
without any trouble in life.


